
 

CHEERS TO THIS VERY UNUSUAL HOLIDAY SEASON 
 

  

   

This holiday season has been unlike any other and, with the ongoing 

pandemic, we have all had to be flexible and patient while enjoying those 

little silver linings of such a difficult time. On the Ravens front, we can be 

thankful that we are still able to watch exciting games on Sundays (or 

Mondays, or Tuesdays…), even if it can’t be in person. 

  

With the New Year now upon us we wish you and your family a safe, 

happy and healthy 2021 and look forward (hopefully) to getting back 

some anticipated normalcy soon! 
 

  

This month we again embraced the virtual world and rewarded PSL Owners with a unique 

digital Q&A with K Justin Tucker, an opportunity to “get in” to M&T Bank Stadium for the 

Cowboys game (even with no fans allowed in the stands) and delivered some special packages 

to PSL Owners in the mail just in time for the holidays. 

  

Check out these stories below in this month’s edition of the PSL Owner Rewards News. 

 
 

THE MAN WITH THE GOLDEN LEG GOES VIRTUAL 

Forty PSL Owners Selected To Join K Justin Tucker on Virtual Q&A 

  

On Thursday, December 17th, 40 PSL owners joined K Justin Tucker for a private virtual call 

and “chalk talk” with the most accurate kicker in NFL history. With it being just days after the 

incredibly exciting last second win over the Cleveland Browns on Monday Night Football, this call 

couldn’t have come at a better time for our lucky participants. As you recall, Tucker was 

responsible for a 55 yard game-winning field goal in tough conditions with just two seconds left 

on the clock, one of many game winners we have seen throughout the years. 



 

During the one-hour call, Tucker answered questions about his daily routine, when he first 

realized he wanted to pursue a career in kicking, what goes through his mind when he’s asked 

to perform under pressure, and much more. It was filled with many smiles, laughter, and even 

some references to his budding career as a TV pitchman as we all know him as a man of many 

talents. 

 
 

THE PERFECT GIFT FOR ANYONE IN THE FLOCK 

PSL Owners Surprised with Autographed Football, Signed by Current Ravens Stars 

  

In a “normal” December, hundreds of gift packages addressed to the best fans in football would 

be flying out of M&T Bank Stadium as part of the PSL Owner Rewards program. Despite our 

current limitations, that didn’t stop us from spreading some love this holiday season the best 

way we know how! Throughout the month, PSL Owners were surprised with autographed 

footballs signed by some of the Ravens’ best. 



 

The white paneled, authentic footballs were signed by K Justin Tucker, TE Mark Andrews, 

WR Marquise "Hollywood" Brown, LB Patrick Queen, RB Mark Ingram, DT Brandon 

Williams and more! These footballs are a perfect addition to any Flock fan cave…or perhaps a 

late holiday gift for those of us who were a little behind on our shopping! 

 
 

IN THE STADIUM...FROM HOME! 

PSL Owners Featured Live on Ravens Vision Video Boards During Ravens-Cowboys Game 

  

In our continuing quest to identify new ways to incorporate fans into our activities wherever and 

however we can in this unusual year, during the Tuesday Night Football game against the Dallas 

Cowboys, we offered a chance for some PSL Owners to be there “live”…but from home. 

  

Throughout the primetime showdown, 80 PSL Owners participated in a live “fan mosaic” on the 

Ravens Vision boards alongside Ravens Cheerleaders and members of the Ravens Marching 

Band (aka, the biggest screen for a Zoom call you have ever seen). The mosaic of these excited 

fans was shown live in the stadium during the biggest Ravens moments and plays - luckily there 

were plenty of those during our big win over the Cowboys! 



 

With no fans allowed in M&T Bank Stadium for the game, it was the next best thing and a way 

for players to still experience some fan excitement. PSL Owners showed their team spirit from 

their couches but did not hold back when it came to showing up for their Ravens at the most 

critical moments! 

 
 

Want to see what you could win? Check out www.baltimoreravens.com/pslownerrewards for an 
updated list of winners, a photo gallery, a list of prizes and more. Be sure to keep an eye out 

for the next PSL Owner Rewards News next month! 

  
Sincerely, 

 

Ciara Kavanagh 

PSL Owner Rewards Manager 
 

 

 

 

https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/RJJXCgJV74U0gl3UNTvo-?domain=links.engage.ticketmaster.com

